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Keyphrases are phrases that express the main topics discussed in a given document.  Due 

to the unavailability of keyphrases in a large amount of digital content, the need for 

efficient Automatic Keyphrase Extraction algorithms has risen. Automatic Keyphrase 

Extraction aims to utilize the advancement in computation power and speed to resolve the 

problems of discoverability and assigning keyphrases without the costs (in efforts and 

time) associated with human indexers. In this research work, we studied some of the 

features that can be used to enhance the quality of extracted keyphrases and applied them 

on an algorithm called Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA). In addition, we carried 

out an analysis study for the enhanced KEA along with other state-of-the-art algorithms. 

The evaluation showed some enhancement. The evaluation effort is conducted using two 

datasets. The first one contains scientific papers from the research world. The second 

dataset, which contains documents in Arabic, is created as part of this work. 
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 ملخص الرسالة

 
 

 محمد سليمان اللقماني :االسم الكامل
 

 وإمكانية تطبقيها على اللغة العربية  العبارات المفتاحيةخوارزمية الستنباط  عنوان الرسالة:
 

 المعلوماتالحاسب اآللي وقسم علوم  التخصص:
 

 3102 مايو :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
 

نظراً لعدم توفر والمواضيع األساسية المناقشة في ذلك المستند. في مستند ما  العبارات المفتاحية تُظِهر

خوارزميات  إلىملحة الحاجة  فقد أصبحتفي الكثير من مراكز المحتوى الرقمي،  العبارات المفتاحية

 . العبارات المفتاحيةكفاءة الستخراج العالية 

الحوسبة من حيث السرعة الستفادة من التقدم في إلى ا آليا العبارات المفتاحيةبرمجيات استخراج  تهدف

)في الجهد والوقت( دون التكاليف  العبارات المفتاحيةاستكشاف واستخدام  لحساب حل مشاكلوالكفاءة 

  .المستندات بعمل البشر في تصنيفالمرتبطة 

العبارات  استخراججودة ت التي يمكن استخدامها لتحسين سمامن ال افي هذا العمل البحثي بعضدرس ن

 أيضا   نجريو ". المفتاحية استخراج العباراتخوارزمية تدعى " وتطبيقها على خوارزمية المفتاحية

 في نفس المجال.  المستخدمة الخوارزميات بعض مع مقارنةتحليلية للخوارزمية المحسنة دراسة 

مستندات تمثل  ىولاألتحوي مجموعات البيانات.  مجموعتين من ةالتحليليفي هذه الدراسة ستخدم ون

وثائق  تمثلكجزء من هذا العمل مستندات أنشأناها الثانية تحوي علمية باللغة اإلنجليزية. بينما  أبحاثا

 .العربية اللغةب
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1 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A keyphrase refers to a meaningful and significant expression. A keyphrase consists of 

one or more words in a document [1]. When choosing appropriate keyphrases for a 

document, we create a highly condensed summary for the document. This summary can 

be used to describe the document. For this reason, the usage of keyphrases is not limited 

to digital libraries but it is also applied to physical libraries to describe the library 

material [2]. The keyphrases can be used to label the document and tag important topics 

and ideas in the document. Many authors manually extract and assign keyphrases to their 

documents; especially in scientific articles like journal & conference papers. However, 

other authors do not assign keyphrases to their documents, especially articles from 

newspapers and magazines. Extracting keyphrases manually can be considered a time 

consuming, expensive, and error-prone process. These issues are clear when the number 

of documents to be analyzed is huge, as seen in journals and scientific repositories. To 

overcome this problem, several research studies discussed and proposed different 

methods to extract keyphrases automatically [3]. The process of extracting keyphrases is 

achieved systematically and with no or minimal human intervention.  

Since keyphrases represent the meaning of a document in a compact way, extracting 

keyphrases has been applied in text mining research and many Natural Language 
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Processing (NLP) applications. Below are some examples of keyphrase extraction 

applications: 

 Automatic document indexing [4] and [5].  

 Document summarization [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], and [11] 

 Documents classification, filtering and clustering [12], [13], and [14] 

 Topic detection and tracking [15] 

 Information visualization [16] 

 Knowledge Management [17] 

Additionally, metadata navigation and filtering is one of the new usages of keyphrases 

adopted by new technologies like Microsoft SharePoint Server 20131. In this field, 

metadata (keyphrases) provides a way to filter the view of list content and enhances 

browsing experience. This approach is also effective with large amount of content. 

Generally, the process of automatic keyphrase extraction is performed in two steps [18]:  

1. Candidate Selection: where the terms and phrases are analyzed, correlated, and 

selected. There are several methods that are used as part of this step, e.g., stemming and 

stop words identification to eliminate unimportant words.  

Some of the difficulties discussed in this step are identifying terms and phrases, ignoring 

non-terms, and dealing with phrase variations. The following examples illustrate some 

phrase variations:  

 word order: "service quality" is not the same as "quality service" 

                                                 
1 http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/  

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/
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 word adjacency: "knowledge management" together is not the same as 

"knowledge" separated by words and then the word "management" 

 Additionally there are some difficulties faced in the candidate selection like: 

 synonymy which refers to multiple ways to express a concept 

 polysemy which means multiple meanings of a word/words. 

2. Feature Engineering: In this step, all selected candidates from the previous step 

are assessed to filter out irrelevant candidates and rank the ones that can be used as 

phrases to describe the document. A difficulty noticed here is the specific domain 

features versus general domain features.  If the features are created for a specific domain, 

then they can be written to suit that domain. However, they cannot be generalized for all 

domains. For example, the section related features mentioned in [18] give more weight to 

sections like abstract, related work, and conclusion. These sections are usually found in 

the scientific domain. These features are going to result in enhancing the quality of 

retrieved keyphrases in the scientific domain, but are not applicable for other domains 

such as news articles and meeting minutes. 

We discuss the motivations behind this research work in section 1.1. Section 1.2 defines 

the problem under consideration. In Section 1.3, we present the objectives of this research 

work. The structure of the thesis is presented in Section 1.4. 
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1.1 Motivation 

In many organizations document writers do not tend to assign keywords and keyphrases 

to their documented work. To illustrate the problem, Saudi Aramco2 has 73,071,625 

electronic documents distributed on different content management systems (CMS) and 

utilizing more than 22 terabyte (TB). Among these documents, there are more than 40 

million documents which do not have any metadata assigned to them, except for the title. 

This makes identifying, retrieving, and classifying these documents very hard. Extracting 

keyphrases automatically would solve this problem and benefit Saudi Aramco greatly. 

Hence, utilizing automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms and tools would preserve the 

wealth of information and knowledge of previously published work. This is the biggest 

motivation behind this work as it is related to my own workplace.  

Even though there has been a lot of work conducted in the area of automatic keyphrase 

extraction, yet there is a room for enhancement and improvement. Exploring some of the 

newly proposed improvements and applying them to other automatic keyphrase 

extraction algorithms were also extra drivers for this work. 

Moreover, the Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA), which is one of the most worked 

on algorithms in the area of keyphrase extraction[19], relies only on four features: term 

frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), first occurrence, phrase length, and 

node degree. This leaves an area of improvement by adding new features like the ones 

mentioned by other researchers including Su Nam Kim et al. [18]. Su Nam Kim et al. 

suggestions were not implemented and evaluated on KEA, instead they were 

implemented with another algorithm [20].  

                                                 
2 Source: Saudi Aramco, Corporate Applications Department March 29th , 2013 
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When we started to investigate the potential of extracting keyphrases from Arabic 

documents, we found that there are no available comprehensive Arabic dataset that can 

be used for Arabic keyphrase extraction. This motivated us to create an Arabic dataset 

that can be used in this work and future work, possibly as a benchmark. 

1.2 Problem Definition 

This research work addresses two problem areas: preparing an Arabic dataset to be used 

for keyphrase extraction research and enhancing the Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm. 

1.2.1 Preparing an Arabic Dataset 

Having a dataset is very critical to test the accuracy of different keyphrase extraction 

algorithms. In the Arabic domain, the Arabic datasets known to us before this study had a 

small number of documents in each set. For example, KP-Miner [21] used 100 

documents where El-Shishtawy et al. [22] used only 50 documents. Additionally, those 

datasets were not publicly available for researchers.   

We would like to prepare an Arabic dataset that contains a large number of documents 

along with their manually extracted keyphrases. This dataset will be available for future 

Arabic research in Keyphrase extraction and information retrieval. 

In order to create our dataset, we are going to select 400 Arabic documents from different 

sources. This number can be considered sufficient to test keyphrase extraction 

algorithms. In the literature, we found that the work carried out in [18], [23], and [24] 

used a dataset consisted of 244 documents, Zhang et. al. [3] used 600 documents, You et 

al [25] worked on 500 documents, and Sarkar et al [26] tested their work using 150 

documents. After the documents selection, we will classify and organize them into 
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different categories based on their topics. Finally, we will manually extract and verify the 

keyphrases for each document in the dataset. The manual assignment and verification for 

keyphrases is done to create the baseline that we are going to compare with the 

automated approaches later.  

1.2.2 Enhance the Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA) 

We would like to propose enhancements to a keyphrase extraction algorithm, which will 

lead to enhance the obtained results from the original algorithms.  

KEA which is one of the most worked on algorithms in the area of keyphrase extraction 

relies only on four features i.e. TF-IDF, first occurrence, phrase length, and node degree. 

This leaves an area of improvement by enhancing the existing features or adding new 

features.  

We will propose several possible enhancements to KEA and evaluate them. These 

enhancements will be done by changing the term weighting functions, term occurrence 

features, and a combination of them. 

1.3  Objectives 

This research work aims to meet the below objectives: 

 Conduct a survey of the current automatic keyphrase extraction approaches and 

their classifications.  

 A study for some features used in selecting keyphrases and propose new ones. 

 Implement the studied techniques as part of Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm 

(KEA). This algorithm is discussed in section 2.2.3. 
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 Build a new corpus (dataset) that contains Arabic documents along with their 

manually extracted keyphrases and make it available for researchers. 

 Find the outperformed variation of KEA after conducting comparison analyses 

among these variations. This outperformed variation will be considered our 

baseline. 

 A comparison analysis to compare our baseline with existing algorithms found in 

the research like Keyphrase Extractor [27] and KP- Miner [21]. 

1.4 Thesis Organization  

This section describes the structure of the remaining parts of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 (literature review): In this chapter, we highlight the different keyphrase 

extraction algorithms found in surveyed studies. Due to the importance of Keyphrase 

Extraction Algorithm (KEA) in our work, we discuss it in more depth. We also, discuss 

Automatic Keyphrase extraction with Arabic along with some commercial keyphrase 

extraction solutions found for Arabic. The chapter also presents the use of keyphrase 

extraction algorithms as services.  

Chapter 3 (Datasets): This chapter reports the datasets we used in our study. We used 

two datasets: an English dataset and an Arabic one. For the English dataset, we show the 

document sources and categorization. As for the Arabic dataset, we present the 

methodology of preparing it. We also show the sources used to collect the articles with 

the selection criteria. Additionally, we describe its organization and the process 

performed for the manual keyphrase extraction and keyphrase verification.  
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Chapter 4 (Augmented Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm): We discuss in this chapter our 

hypotheses planned to be tested on our experiments. We also explain the experiments 

setup including the preparation steps and parameters chosen. After that, we explain our 

evaluations on the Arabic and English datasets. Finally, we conclude the chapter with 

stating the evaluation techniques used in this study.  

Chapter 5 (Experimental Results and Discussions): This chapter presents the 

experimental results for our comparative analysis explained in chapter 4. It discusses the 

results obtained from each alteration done on KEA as well as other algorithms chosen for 

the study. The chapter also includes observations noted from the overall experiments.  

Chapter 6 (Conclusion and Future Work) the contribution of this research work to the 

field of phrase extraction is presented in this chapter. The chapter also offers some ideas 

for future work. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Automatic keyphrase extraction aims to extract a set of phrases that are highly relevant 

and most descriptive phrases for the input text. The process of extracting keyphrases is 

achieved systematically and with no or minimal human interference.  Keyphrase 

Extraction algorithms mine the data corpus to extract important phrases and label the 

documents with these phrases. 

This chapter discusses background information about the field of automatic keyphrase 

extraction. Section 2.2 starts the review by studying some state-of-the-art keyphrase 

extraction algorithms along with their classifications based on their domains and used 

approaches. Section 2.3 lists some of the topics related to Arabic language including 

some research algorithms and commercial tools. Section 2.4 discusses term weighting 

formulae and their usage in the automatic keyphrase extraction.    

2.2 Classification of Automatic Keyphrase Extraction 

This section presents the classification of automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms 

based on the domains they are targeting and the used approaches. 

2.2.1 Classification based on targeted domains 

Generally, automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms are developed to target a general 

domain or a specific domain. The keyphrase extraction algorithms targeting general 
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domains tend to use generic features to extract the keyphrases without any focus on the 

nature of the input text. Examples of these algorithms are in the " KP-Miner" system 

presented by El-Beltagy and Rafea [21] and an algorithm that uses semantic information 

on terms gathered from a domain-specific thesaurus presented by Medelyan and Witten 

[28].    

In the research field of automatic keyphrase extraction, several of the found work used 

scientific papers as their specific domain, such as Kumar and Srinathan [27] and Nguyen 

and Kan [20]. It is known that scientific articles are more organized than other documents 

in other domains. Moreover, the availability of datasets and verified keyphrases in 

scientific papers, make the evaluation and comparison among algorithms easier and faster 

than using other domains. According to Su Nam et al. [18], the position of the keyphrase 

plays an essential role in scientific papers i.e. important terms, as the abstract, come 

earlier. Other specific domains include extracting keyphrases from social networks like 

Twitter (see Bellaachia and Al-dhelaan[29] as an example) and videos lectures (see 

Balagopalan et al. [30]).  

 

2.2.2 Classification based on the used approach 

Generally, the approaches used in keyphrase extraction can be classified into two 

categories: free indexing based approach and controlled indexing based approach. 

I. Free indexing based approach: this approach does not require linguistic or 

vocabulary support; instead, the selection of keyphrases relies on the utilization of 
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some Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. This approach can be classified into 

two further types: 

a. Learning based approach: supervised or unsupervised machine learning 

approach where keyphrases can be extracted using examples. This 

approach requires the training data to be large and generic in order to get 

accurate results. The learning based approach was used by Zhang et al. in 

[3], Balagopalan et. al. in [31], and Medelyan and Witten in [2]. 

b. Non-Learning based approach: this approach relies on statistical methods, 

grammatical facts, or lexical information to extract keyphrases with no 

training data. Although the results from this approach are less accurate 

than the ones from the learning based methods, this approach is less costly 

to implement as it does not require any training data to be established. It 

was used by Nguyen and Kan in [20] and Kumar and Srinathan in [27]. 

II. Controlled indexing based approach: this approach uses a controlled vocabulary 

(e.g. dictionary, thesaurus, or a list of terms) to extract keyphrases. Using the 

vocabulary is applied in machine learning approaches. The work done by 

Medelyan and Witten in [2] and by Lopez and Romary in [23] are examples of 

this category. 

Table 1 illustrates some of the automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms along with 

some classifications. The headers of the table include the following:  

 Indexing Approach: the indexing approach used whether they are free indexing 

or using controlled dictionaries/vocabularies. 
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 Machine Learning (ML): an indication if they are utilizing machine learning 

techniques or not. 

 ML Type: the type of machine learning approach: supervised or unsupervised. 

 Domain: the domains that these algorithms were developed/used for. 

 Language: Primary language used. 
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Table 1- Some of automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms 

Work Indexing 

Approach 

Machine 

Learning   

(ML)? 

ML Type Domain Language 

KEA [31] Free Yes Supervised 

(S) 

Scientific English 

KEA++ [28] , [2] Controlled Yes S 

+Unsupervi

sed (U) 

General Multiple 

Keyphrase Extractor [27] Free No --- Scientific English 

CollabRank [1] Free Yes U News Articles English 

Nguyen & Kan [20] Free Yes S (U after 

modificatio

n done by 

[18]) 

Scientific English 

Keyphrase Extraction 

using Conditional 

Random Fields [3] 

Free Yes  Scientific  Chinese 

Keyphrase Extraction 

with a Refined Candidate 

Set [25] 

Free No --- Scientific + 

Wikipedia 

English 

KP-Miner [21] Free No --- General English + Arabic 

Keyphrase Extraction 

from Meeting Transcripts 

[32] 

Free Yes S Meeting 

videos/audios 

English 

Keyphrase Extraction for 

short technology text [33] 

Free No --- Technical 

pages 

Chinese 

Keyphrase Extraction 

using NN [26] 

Free Yes S Scientific English 

Arabic Keyphrase 

Extraction [22] 

Free Yes S General Arabic 

WINGNUS [24] Free Yes S Scientific English 

HUMB [23] Controlled Yes S Scientific English 

Extended Keyword 

Extraction Method [34] 

Free No --- General Chinese 

Keyphrase Extraction of 

Video Lectures [30] 

Free Yes S Videos English 

Graph-based Keyphrase 

Extraction [29] 

Free Yes U Twitter tweets  English 

Microblog Keyphrase 

Extraction [35] 

Free Yes U Micro-blogs Chinese 

KERT[36] Free Yes U Short text English 
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In the next few paragraphs, we describe some of the characteristics of each of the 

keyphrase extraction algorithms mentioned in “Table 1”: 

Keyphrase Extractor [27] was based on a free indexing approach and it was targeting 

the domain of English scientific papers. It focused on the development of an algorithm 

that did not need a machine learning phase. The Keyphrase Extractor algorithm used an 

n-gram filtration technique, which used the words of input document to filter n-grams 

along with their weight. The first step of the n-gram filtration technique was done using 

LZ78 [37] data compression technique. LZ78, which was introduced by Lempel and Ziv 

[37], is a dictionary based compression algorithm used to create a dictionary of distinct n-

gram candidates. In order to compress the data, LZ78 replaces repeated data mentioned in 

the input dictionary. After the utilization of LZ78, Keyphrase Extractor uses a refinement 

step to eliminate n-grams that do not fit the selection criteria. After that, a pattern 

filtration algorithm is used to get the candidates from the list resulted from previous step. 

The last step is the term weighting scheme that introduced the importance of the sentence 

position in the document and the phrase position in a sentence for documents of scientific 

domain. This is achievable since scientific domains are more organized than other 

domains. 

CollabRank [1] was based on a free indexing approach and on unsupervised machine 

learning methods. The algorithm was implemented on papers of news article domain in 

English. CollabRank was implemented by first employing the clustering algorithm to 

obtain appropriate document clusters, it was noted that the algorithm performance relied 

on the quality of the document clustering. Then a graph-based ranking algorithm was 

used to select a group of words that can represent the cluster in whole for collaborative 
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single-document keyphrase extraction within each cluster. This was because multiple 

documents within an appropriate cluster context have mutual influences and usually 

contain useful clues to help extract keyphrases from each other. This idea was borrowed 

from human’s perception that to understand a topic expressed in a document better, the 

user should read more documents about the same topic. In the end, they used a document-

level keyphrase extraction algorithm which selects candidate phrases from the group of 

words that represent the cluster. The algorithm then evaluates the candidates for each 

single document in the cluster to find keyphrases for each document individually. 

Nguyen & Kan [20] is another free indexing algorithm which capitalized on features that 

capture the logical position and additional morphological characteristics of  keyphrases 

e.g., suffix sequence, part-of-speech (PoS) sequence, and Acronym. The algorithm is a 

domain-dependent algorithm specialized in scientific publications.  The algorithm starts 

as a supervised machine-learning algorithm where all the classes used to classify the 

content are set. However, Su Nam Kim et al. [18] modified the original algorithm and 

made it as unsupervised algorithm. According to Su Nam Kim et al. [18], the 

modification outperformed the results obtained from the original algorithm and KEA. 

Keyphrase Extraction algorithm using Conditional Random Fields [3] utilized the 

Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model to label the strings and then used them to 

extract the keyphrases.  CRF model is a probabilistic method to segment and label the 

sequence of given data. It computes the probability distribution of the words based on 

identified features. The CRF model used in this algorithm relays on 22 features and uses 

them to label the keyphrases. Some of these features are length of the word, POS, and 
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next word. The dataset used in this algorithm consists of 600 academic papers in the 

Chinese language.  

Keyphrase Extraction with a Refined Candidate Set is an algorithm proposed by Wei 

You et al. [25]. The main idea of this algorithm is to decrease the number of candidates to 

a small number that would result in enhancing the performance. In this algorithm, the 

core words (keywords) are used to identify potential keyphrases. This is based on the 

assumption that keyphrases usually contain an important word. After that, the keyword 

set is expanded to get the keyphrases. The expansion is done by evaluating the adjacent 

words to the keyword. To test this statistical algorithm, a dataset consisting of 500 

scientific papers was used.  

Keyphrase Extraction from Meeting Transcripts [32] is a supervised algorithm which 

investigates the transcripts of meetings to extract keyphrases. Beside the term frequency 

and position features, this algorithm uses term specificity features to capture specific 

words with precise meaning, such as the algorithm selects tiger and not animal. In 

addition, the algorithm uses decision-making sentences features to capture keyphrases. 

To illustrate this concept, let us take the sentence “we must buy an airplane”. This 

algorithm would realize the word “must” as a decision indicator, and select the “airplane” 

as a keyphrase candidate. The used corpus included 29 transcripts written by human and 

generated by automatic speech recognition (ASR) tools.  

Keyphrase Extraction for short technology text [33] is an algorithm to extract 

keywords from short paragraphs taken from different technological topics. The dataset 

used consisted of 3000 Chinese text from 20 fields like mathematical theory and farm 
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machine. To obtain the keywords, the authors of [33] used known statistical methods, 

such as frequency and PoS, to extract candidate keywords. Their contribution mainly was 

the refinement step at the end which aimed to detect unknown keywords and eliminate 

them from the final results. This step is done by calculating the maximum matching 

strings to the candidate keyphrase. The calculated number is called string frequency. The 

string with highest frequency would be considered a keyphrase. Candidates with low 

number would be eliminated. 

Keyphrase Extraction using Neural Networks [26] is a supervised machine learning 

algorithm. It employs a Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) neural network model to 

categorize any candidate phrase as a keyphrase (positive) or not a keyphrase (negative). 

Sarkar et al. [26] designed the algorithm to start by identifying and tagging noun phrases 

(NP) from a given document. Then it uses features like phrase frequency, phrase position, 

word length, and the links between the candidate phrases to identify and rank the 

keyphrases. When experimenting with the algorithm, 150 documents (100 training and 50 

testing) were used. The documents were journal articles from three fields: law, medical, 

and economics.  

WINGNUS, by Nguyen and Luong [24], is an extracting system for a specific domain 

which is the English scientific articles. The algorithm uses two steps to complete the 

extraction process. The first step includes the utilization of a tool called “SectLabel” to 

classify the documents and extract their logical structure. The logical structure in a 

scientific paper includes title, authors, abstract, conclusion, and body text. There were 

two motivations of classifying the document based on the logical structure and they are:  
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1. to investigate which section has more keyphrases and  

2. to minimize the computation time by limiting the search on selected sections.   

The second step of WINGNUS is the selection criteria for candidate keyphrases that 

includes measures like: 

 term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) measure 

 in-title: investigates if the candidate phrase is mentioned in the title or not.  

The dataset used to test WINGNUS consisted of 244 scientific papers in the English 

language. It is worth mentioning that this dataset was chosen to be used in our work as 

the English dataset. 

HUMB [23] is based on a module called GROBID, stands for Generation Of 

Bibliographic. HUMB is a machine learning (ML) algorithm based on a combination of 

three ML models: Decision Tree, Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), and Support Vector 

Machine (SVM). The algorithm of HUMB starts by classifying and extracting the logical 

sections like header, citations, titles, figures, etc. Then, it selects candidate terms, and 

calculates the value of each feature independently to rank the keyphrases. When 

WINGNUS was compared with HUMB, WINGNUS outperformed slightly HUMB in 

respect of precision, recall, and F-score.  

Extended Keyword Extraction Method, presented in [34] by Hong and Zhen, is a 

statistical-based algorithm which extends the Term Frequency (TF) feature to enhance 

the precision and recall. The extended TF employs a multi-step approach to calculate and 

identify the keyphrases. This approach includes the use of grammatical model to identify 

unary, binary, and ternary keywords. In addition, it includes considering some 
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characteristics of the keywords like position, frequency, part of speech (PoS), and 

morphology. The approach also uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify and 

optimize the results. The work was done for the Chinese language only. The dataset used 

when experimenting with this work consisted of 400 articles collected from ACM digital 

library, Xinhua News Agency, and the internet. The experimental results showed an 

improvement of the extended TF over regular TF by 26% in precision and 16% in recall. 

Automatic Keyphrase Extraction of Video Lectures [30] is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm that was developed with a focus on extracting keyphrases from videos 

transcripts in the English language. The domain for this work was classroom lectures 

including university video lectures and webcasts. The algorithm divides the lecture 

transcripts into different segments so each section of the video can be searched and 

viewed separately. The process of extraction keyphrases is similar to the one used in 

KEA (explained in 2.2.3).  In addition to some of the features employed by keyphrase 

extraction algorithms, this algorithm uses features related to lectures and speeches in 

general. An example is “cuewords” which are used to capture important words that are 

mentioned rarely. In the lectures, such keyphrases come after cuewords like 'known as', 

'titled as', or 'called as'. This algorithm was compared against KEA and an algorithm 

based mainly on C-Value (statistical approach extract keyphrase from nested collection) 

[38]. The used data contained close to 300 lectures transcripts in the field of computer 

science. The experiment results showed that the value of F-Score of this algorithm is 46% 

better than KEA and 33% higher than the C-Value based algorithm.  

The research work of Bellaachia and Al-dhelaan proposed in [29] dealt with extracting 

keyphrases from Twitter. This Graph-based Keyphrase Extraction algorithm was 
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targeting large dataset of Twitter tweets. These tweets were short text messages of up to 

140 characters. The aim of their research was to get some meaningful information out of 

these tweets based on analyzing of hashtags (tags or metadata identified by authors using 

the # symbol to mark topics or important words in their tweets) mentioned in these 

tweets.  The proposed solution in this work relied on a graph based unsupervised 

approach. In this approach, first, the large dataset is clustered into topics using Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [39]. LDA is a probabilistic Bayesian model which 

automatically discovers the topics in text corpus. The clustered topics are then passed to a 

learning model to find which hashtags can represent these topics. Hashtag frequency is 

one of the measures used in this analysis. The final step is to construct graph-based 

ranking model to rank the top keyphrases. One of the challenges faced in this work was 

the noise usually accompanied Twitter tweets. Tweets in many cases are written without 

proper grammar and they contain some symbols and slang words that cannot be used as 

keyphrases. The dataset used when experimenting with this algorithm consisted of 31,227 

tweets with more than 4,079 hashtags. The results of the algorithm were compared 

against human evaluation and no other algorithms.  

In a close domain to Twitter, Liao and Huang [35] developed an unsupervised algorithm 

targeted extracting keyphrases from micro-blogs which usually are smaller in content 

when compared with regular blogs. The dataset used in this work contained 25,660 

documents collected from the Chinese micro-blogging website “weibo.com”. In order to 

extract keyphrases, context similarity features are used. These features are calculated for 

all candidate keyphrases by identifying their conceptual approximation in an online 

knowledge database called HowNet [40].  For each two-candidate phrases, a graph 
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structure is constructed based on the inter-concept and inter-attribute relations. The 

shorter the graph is, the greater the similarity between the phrases. To evaluate this 

algorithm, first, the collected micro blogs were divided into 15 datasets based on topics. 

Then three experiments were performed and the results, as reported by the author, were 

better than the ones obtained using another keyphrase extraction algorithm based on 

topical ranking.  

KERT, stands for Keyphrase Extraction and Ranking by Topic, introduced by Danilevsky 

et. al. [36], is an unsupervised algorithm focuses on short texts (more specifically titles of 

papers). It aims to cluster a dataset and extract keyphrases based on the topics inside the 

dataset. To achieve its goal, KERT follows a three-step process: first, it uses Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [39] approach to cluster all words into many foreground 

topics and one background topics. Foreground topics include technical words mentioned 

in the titles where background topic contains common words used and found in titles 

from different topics. In the second step, keyphrases are generated by assigning a topic 

label to each word mentioned in the title. If several words frequently referenced that 

topic, then that topic is considered a candidate keyphrase topic. Third step is ranking the 

extracted keyphrases based on four criteria:  

1- coverage in which it covers many documents,  

2- purity: meaning it is frequent only in related topics,  

3- phrase-ness which means that a collection of words frequently are used together, 

and  

4- completeness which refers to the full length of the phrase and not just a subset of 

it. To test this algorithm, two experiments were conducted using a dataset of 
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scientific papers contained 33,313 titles and another one with 9,722 titles. The 

performance should an improvement of 50% than the used baseline. This 

algorithm can be categorized as a clustering algorithm more than keyphrase 

extractor algorithm since the focus is on the topics titles and not on the body of 

text.   

2.2.3 Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA) 

KEA, which is publicly available, was used in several research studies in the automatic 

keyphrase extraction area. Some examples can be found in [18], [41], [27], [42] , [34] 

,[43] and [44]. KEA was proposed in 1999 as a supervised algorithm and was tested 

against scientific papers. KEA++ [28] and [45] had added the possibility of using 

controlled vocabulary in Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) format [46]. 

SKOS is a W3C standard data model to allow the interoperability and sharing of 

knowledge organization systems, like classification schemes, thesauri, and taxonomies in 

the Web. For the purposes of keyphrase extraction, SKOS provides the Keyphrase 

Extraction algorithm with a dictionary that can be used to refine and enhance the quality 

of the extracted keyphrases. The latest version of KEA is 5.0. It combines controlled and 

free indexing. Figure 1, inspired from [47], illustrates how KEA works.  The process is 

summarized as follows: 
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Figure 1 - Overview of KEA 

 

I. KEA takes a directory as input; this directory contains all documents in which the 

keyphrases will be extracted from. 

II. Starting with version 4.0, KEA can use a controlled vocabulary (thesaurus) in 

Simple Knowledge Organization Systems (SKOS) format. 

III. KEA then starts extracting candidates. In case of not specifying a thesaurus file 

(supervised procedure), these candidates are n-grams of a predefined length and 

do not start or end with a stop word. In case of controlled indexing, the candidates 

are n-grams that match SKOS terms. 

IV. Four features are computed on all candidates. These features are:  
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a. Term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF): which is 

calculated as 

𝐓𝐅 − 𝐈𝐃𝐅 (𝐓, 𝐃) =
𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒒(𝑻,𝑫)

|𝑫|
×  −𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐

 𝒄𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕(𝑻)

𝑵
                          Formula 1     

Where freq(T,D) is the frequency of term (T) in document (D), |D| is the 

number of words in D, Count(T) is the number of occurrence of T in the 

global collection, and N is the number of all documents in the collection. 

b. First occurrence of a candidate phrase: it is the phrase distance in words 

from the beginning of the document, normalized by the total number of 

words in that document. First occurrence of a candidate phrase emphasizes 

the location of the first occurrence of the phrase in proportion to the 

documents length. 

c. Phrase length: it is the number of words in that phrase.  

d. Node degree: it is the number of candidate phrases related semantically to 

this phrase. This feature is derived from the graph theory where it 

calculates the number of thesaurus connections between the tested phrase 

and other candidates. Phrases with the highest degree node value can be 

considered important to the document.   

V. KEA builds the learning model from manually indexed documents. Each 

document in the training content should be associated with a file containing 

defined keyphrases. All candidates found from step (III) and found in the 

manually assigned phrases will be marked as positive samples where the rest will 

be marked as negative samples. The learning model then will be computed after 

analyzing the feature values gained from step (IV) for both positive and negative 
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candidates. The results will show how each feature value for each phrase is 

distributed.  

VI. Keyphrases will be extracted by calculating the probability of each candidate to 

be a keyphrase using the learning model (step V) and feature values. Based on the 

number of required keyphrases, the top N candidates with the highest probabilities 

will be selected. 

Irfan et al. [48] introduced a web based tool for keyphrase assignment based on KEA 

called KeaKAT. The motive for their work was to enhance user experience with KEA. 

Current implementations of KEA (including our work) are client based and require 

knowledge on preparing the environment to extract the keyphrases. KeaKAT is a web 

based targeting end users on 9 usability aspects like understandability, user-friendliness, 

and learnability. It follows the similar process as KEA except that there is refinement step 

in which users help in aligning the extracted keyphrases. According to Irfan et al [48], 

KeaKAT was tested by users and compared with two other systems: Maui [49] and 

Agrotagger II [50]. Users evaluated the three systems in the 9 usability characteristics and 

KeaKAT ranked top on all characteristics.     

 

2.3 Keyphrase Extraction and Arabic Language 

In this section, we discuss keyphrase extraction work related to Arabic in the research 

and commercial worlds. In addition, this section presents text summarization as one of 

the applications of Arabic keyphrase extraction.  
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2.3.1 Arabic Automatic Keyphrase Extraction Algorithms 

We found few studies conducted on Extracting Arabic keyphrases. KP-Miner which was 

proposed by El-Beltagy et al. [21] was used to extract keyphrases from English text and 

Arabic text. It has several similarities to KEA [31] where both of them use TF-IDF and 

first occurrence when selecting candidates to be keyphrases. However, KP-Miner has 

some refinement steps which proved to make it outperform KEA version 3 [21], as 

reported by the authors. However, experiments of KP-Miner on Arabic were done on a 

set of 100 Wikipedia documents.  

El-Shishtawy et al. [22] proposed an algorithm which uses both linguistic features as well 

as a supervised machine learning technique. The algorithm uses three stages to get the 

final keyphrases list. The first one is to preprocess the document and extract the PoS 

tokens. In the second stage, the candidate keyphrases are extracted based on syntactic 

rules. In the final stage, the candidates are ranked based on their linguistic and statistical 

scores. The system was experimented using dataset consisted of 50 documents. The 

results of these experiments were compared to results obtained from KP-Miner [21] and 

Sakhr [51] extractor. The comparison table showed some enhancement of this system 

over the two other systems. 

In addition to the above algorithms, there are some research efforts that cover multiple 

languages including Arabic. Some language-independent examples are the work of  Sudo 

et al. in [52] and Paukkeri et al. [53]. In [52], the text is translated first and then the 

keyphrases are extracted. Paukkeri et al. [53] introduced an extraction method called 

Likey. In this method, the phrases with highest frequency ratio are selected as keyphrases. 

The experiments were performed on 11 languages.  
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2.3.2 Commercial Keyphrases Extraction Solutions   

In addition to the algorithms found in the research world, the keyphrases solutions/tools 

are available commercially.  Sakhr Keywords Extractor [51] can analyze Arabic text and 

extract the keyphrases.  Extractor [54] is another commercial tool which can be used by 

search engine optimization (SEO) and document management companies.  

Also, some companies are offering commercial text mining products which feature a 

module to extract keywords. For example, BasisTech [55] offers Rosette Linguistics 

Platform which provides classification, analysis, indexing, and searching for unstructured 

text from different languages i.e. Asian, European and Middle Eastern (including 

Arabic). Another example is SmartLogic [56] which introduces a suite called Semaphore. 

It includes a Natural Language Processing (NLP) engine that accepts text files from 

applications and provides file type and text language recognition, Part of Speech (PoS) 

recognition, noun phrase extraction, and classification.  

Since the above products are commercial, the technical aspects of how these products 

work are not released. 

 

2.3.3 Keyphrases Extraction Algorithms as Services 

There are several companies/websites offer extracting keyphrases/keywords as web 

services. This model is known as Software as a Service (SaaS). These services are 

exposed via application programming interface (API) provided by the services providers. 

To mention some examples, Yahoo provides developers with the ability to extract 

keyphrases by sending their text using HTTP calls. This service is free and is based on 
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Yahoo!'s Search API [57]. WordsFinder [58]  provides their services free for personal use 

and require license for commercial use.  Alchemy API [59] is a service utilizes machine 

learning algorithms and provides keyphrase extraction, named entity extraction (people, 

countries…), concept tagging, and topic categorization. 

2.3.4 Arabic Text Summarization 

Text summarization is one of the applications of keyphrase extraction. Text 

summarization programs aim to describe an article in few sentences or paragraphs. For 

the Arabic language, El-Shishtawy and El-Ghannam [8] proposed an algorithm which 

uses statistical and linguistic measures to summarize articles. Their approach reduces the 

problem into sub problems by extracting and focusing on sentences. These sentences then 

are scored based on the important phrases they have. After removing or minimizing the 

redundancy, the most informative sentences are selected to be part of the summary.  In 

their work, the authors employed the Keyphrase Extractor [22] (explained in section 

2.2.1) to extract keyphrases.  

Azmi and Al-Thanyyan [7] proposed another algorithm for Arabic text summarization. 

This algorithm consists of two stages. In the first one, the algorithm extracts a 

preliminary summary based on the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [60]. In the second 

stage, the system refines and scores the preliminary summary. The summarization 

process involves eliminating stop words, extracting words roots, calculating frequencies, 

scoring each sentence in the preliminary summary, and generating the final summary. An 

advantage that was reported in this work over the work mentioned in [8] is the possibility 

to allow the user to decide on the size limit of the result. In addition, the experimental 
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results claimed better performance when compared with other Arabic summarization 

algorithms. 

2.4 Term Weighting 

In the field of Information Retrieval (IR) and text categorization/classification, term 

weighting is used to improve retrieval performance. The performance is measured using 

known metrics like recall and precision.  In this field, a collection of n documents which 

are indexed by m terms can be denoted as term-by-document matrix (m x n). In this 

matrix, each element (aij) is defined as the weighted frequency where the term i can be 

found in the document j. [61]  

 aij is composed of three different types of term weighting variables and can be defined as 

aij = lij gi dj, where lij is the local weight of term i in the document j, gi is defined as the 

global weight for the term i in the document collection, and dj is the normalization factor 

for the document j which signal whether the document j is normalized or not.  

As mentioned in section 2.2.3, KEA uses TF-IDF as one of the criteria to extract 

keyphrases.  In this thesis, we are investigating altering KEA by replacing the TF-IDF 

weighting mechanism with some of the found term weighting formulas like:  

I. Best Match 25 (BM25) which was introduced by Robertson and Jones [62]. Later, 

several enhancements were proposed to modify and extend BM25. Some of which 

were the work of Mathias and Largeron in BM25t [63] and the work of Karkali in 

BM25H [64]. The IDF section in BM25 can be calculated as follows:  

𝐈𝐃𝐅(𝐪𝐢)  =  𝐥𝐨𝐠 (
𝐍−𝐧(𝐪𝐢)+ 𝟎.𝟓

𝐧(𝐪𝐢)+ 𝟎.𝟓
)                  Formula 2 
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Where N is the number of documents, n(qi) is the number of documents which 

have the term  qi. 

II. The probabilistic inverse (IDFP) is a global weight formula similar to IDF [65]. In 

the IDFP (Formula 3), terms appearing in few documents in the collection are 

awarded with high weight where terms appearing in many documents in the 

collection are assigned low weight. For terms found in more than half of the 

documents set, IDFP assign however, they differ because IDFP actually awards 

negative weight. The equation below shows how IDFP is calculated.  

𝑰𝑫𝑭𝑷 =  𝐥𝐨𝐠 (
𝐍−𝐧𝐢

𝐧𝐢
)                       Formula 3 

Where N denotes the total number of documents and ni represents number of 

documents which contain the term i. 

III. Logarithmic (LOGA) is a formula for the local term introduced in [65][66] and 

can be calculated as:   

LOGA = 1 + log 𝐟𝐢𝐣                      Formula 4 

Where fij represents the frequency of the term i occurred in document j. 

IV. Augmented log (LOGG) is a local term formula. It was introduced by Erica 

Chisholm et al. [66] under the assumption that using log is better as a local weight 

than within-document frequency. The suggested formula is: 

LOGG = 0.2 + 0.8 log (𝐟𝐢𝐣 + 1)                Formula 5 

Where fij represents the frequency of the term i occurred in document j. 
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V. Square root (SQRT) is another contribution by Erica Chisholm et al. [66]. The 

driver behind the SQRT formula was the similarity noticed between the graph of 

Formula 4) and the graph of  √fij  . They continued their experiments till they 

reached to below formula:   

SQRT = √𝐟𝐢𝐣  − 𝟎. 𝟓 + 1                    Formula 6 

Where fij represents the frequency of the term i occurred in document j. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented a survey about some of the keyphrase extraction algorithms 

and tools. The survey included a classification of the found algorithms based on the 

targeted domain and the used approach. We also described some topics related to Arabic 

and the keyphrase extraction field. This included a discussion about some found 

algorithms focused on Arabic like KP-Miner. In addition, we discussed the commercial 

use of keyphrase extraction tools and services. We also discussed two works of the 

Arabic text summarization, which is an application of keyphrase extraction.  

In this chapter we also explained the KEA algorithm which is the base algorithm that our 

work is built upon. Two of the other keyphrase extraction algorithms discussed in this 

chapter, are used in our empirical study, which will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 

Finally, we described some of the term weighting formulas that we used in our 

comparative analysis found in later chapters.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 

DATASETS  

3.1 Overview 

In the previous chapter, we discussed some of the related work to the area of keyphrase 

extraction. As noticed, having one or more datasets to test these algorithms is very critical 

to verify, experiment, and measure the efficiency of these systems. This chapter discusses 

the datasets that we have used in our work. First, in section 3.2, we describe the English 

dataset with its documents and categories. Second, in section 3.3, we present our Arabic 

dataset with its structure, organization, statistics, and the methodology used to prepare it. 

We present the summary of this chapter in Section 3.4. 

3.2 English Dataset 

The dataset chosen for this work is selected from the datasets submitted for the Workshop 

on Semantic Evaluation 2010 (Sem-Eval 2010) [41]. This dataset is part of a publicly 

available repository that contains datasets for automatic keyphrase extraction. All 

datasets of this repository are available at [67]. The chosen dataset contains 244 

documents collected from the ACM Digital Library. The collection includes conference 

and workshop papers. The input papers ranged from 6 to 8 pages, including tables and 

pictures. To ensure a variety of different topics was represented in the corpus, the 

selected papers were chosen from four different research areas for the dataset. In 

particular, the selected articles belong to the following four 1998 ACM classifications: 

C2.4: Distributed Systems, H3.3: Information Search and Retrieval, I2.11: Distributed 
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Artificial Intelligence – Multi-agent Systems, and J4: Social and Behavioral Sciences – 

Economics. All training and test datasets had an equal distribution of documents from 

among the categories (see Table 2).  

The collection contains of 144 documents as a training data and 100 articles as test data 

covering all four-research fields. All papers were converted from their original format, 

such as PDF, into (UTF-8) plain text using pdf-to-text tool.   

Table 2 - Distribution of the documents in the English dataset 

 Distributed 

Systems 

Information 

Search and 

Retrieval 

Distributed 

Artificial 

Intelligence – 

Multi-agent 

Systems 

Social and 

Behavioral 

Sciences – 

Economics 

Training 34 39 35 36 

Test 25 25 25 25 

Number of Documents  59 64 60 61 

   

It is worth mentioning that the manual keyphrases for test data are available in stemmed 

format. In several cases, the stemming process was noticed to be overdone generating 

over-stemmed keyphrases. As part of this work, the regular or un-stemmed keyphrases 

are retrieved from ACM library and added to the dataset. 

 

3.3 Arabic Dataset 

One of the main contributions of this work is the new Arabic dataset we have prepared. 

This section explains the sources for the articles and the methodology used to create the 

dataset. Our dataset contains 400 documents distributed on 18 different categories.  
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3.3.1 Sources 

We have collected the documents from two sources: Arabic Wikipedia [68] and 

King Abdullah Initiative for Arabic Content [69]. 

 Arabic Wikipedia: is the main source of articles used in creating this dataset. 

Arabic Wikipedia contains more than 198,349 pages.  For our goal, we obtained 

365 articles from Wikipedia. Out of the 365 articles, approximately 200 articles 

were obtained from a previous work by Shaaban [70] where the rest were 

collected using BzReader [71]. BzReader is an application that allows offline 

browsing of the Wikipedia dump files and displays the text-only version of 

Wikipedia pages. The dump files are available at [72] and they are saved 

compressed with .xml.bz2 extension.  More information about BzReader and other 

tools can be found in Appendix B.  

 King Abdullah Initiative for Arabic Content (مبادرة الملك عبدهللا إلثراء المحتوى العربي) 

[69]: is an initiative aims to enrich the Arabic content on the internet after 

noticing the small percentage of Arabic content. According to this initiative, the 

percentage of Arabic digital content does not exceed 0.3% out of the world 

content composed of other languages. For our goal here, we obtained 35 articles 

with focus on medical topics. 

 

3.3.2 Selection and organization 

The corpus covers different knowledge areas like religion, history, geography, 

technology, sciences, sports…etc. Selecting the documents from different fields 

would help future automatic keyphrase extraction algorithm to cover general domains 
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and not be tied to a specific domain like scientific papers. These documents vary also 

in size from 1 to 30 pages. The total number of words in these documents ranges 

approximately from 172 to 17,589 words. The number of words in the whole dataset 

is 1,708,168 words distributed on 288,191 lines. The unique number of words is 

221,022. The documents are saved in text files with the extension (.txt). The Arabic 

files are saved using the Unicode format UTF-8. The file name of each document 

consists of the category of the topic (e.g. animals, economy, history...) followed by a 

serial number in that category. Examples: the name (animals 01.txt) represents the 

first document in the animals’ category where history 10.txt represents the tenth 

document of history category. The largest category with regard to number of 

documents is the people category with 59 documents where the smallest one is the 

food category with 3 documents. From the perspective of total number of lines and 

number of words in each category, countries category came first with 73,757 lines 

and 427,205 words. In the same perspective, food category ranked last with 624 lines 

and 3,699 words. This is due to little number of documents in the food category. We 

also calculated the density percentage defined as the average number of words per file 

in each category. This measure shows the richness of a certain category based on the 

longest files they have and not based on the number of documents under that 

category. When calculating the density score, countries category scored the highest 

with 7,366. The next highest category is religion with 5,960 average words per file. 

This category contains 16 files. In this measure, food category scored last with 1,233.  

For the health and medicine category, the density score is 1,950, which is very small 

comparing to the number of files (51). The largest file in the Arabic dataset is from 
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the history category and it is about the Ottoman Empire (الدولة العثمانية) with 17,589 

words and 3,094 lines. The smallest file belongs to the environment category and it 

discusses radioactive pollution (التلوث اإلشعاعي) with 172 words and 32 lines.  

Table 3 shows the 18 categories we have chosen to use for the categorization of the 

files in our dataset. It also shows the sub-categories, the number of files, the total 

number of words, the total number of lines, and the density percentage in each 

category. 
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Table 3 - Distribution of the documents in the Arabic dataset 

# Category Sub-Category 
Number 

of Files 

Number 

of lines 

Number 

of words 
Density 

1 History History 39 32,976 4,991 4,991 

2 Culture 

Culture, Social, Cloths, Language, 

Buildings, palace, Festival, Flags, 

Ships 

22 15,615 

4,172 4,172 

3 Countries Country, City 58 73,757 7,366 7,366 

4 Aviation Airplane, Airport, Air Machine 5 1,954 2,450 2,450 

5 
Health & 

Medicine 
Health,  Medicine, Medical 51 16,605 

1,950 1,950 

6 Animals Animal, Dinosaur , Zoology 29 26,606 5,459 5,459 

7 War Battles, War Machines 21 8,460 2,459 2,459 

8 Technology 
Technology, Software 

Engineering 
12 8,631 

4,237 4,237 

9 Sciences 
Chemistry, Electricity, Energy, 

physics, Law 
11 6,136 

3,165 3,165 

10 Economy Company, Economy 10 4,310 2,556 2,556 

11 Environment Environmental Issues, Pollution 12 4,904 2,353 2,353 

12 Space Space 20 10,621 3,258 3,258 

13 
Entertainmen

t 
Fiction, Movie, Music 12 7,418 

3,766 3,766 

14 Food Fruit 3 624 1,233 1,233 

15 Geography Geography, Mountain 8 2,696 1,989 1,989 

16 People People 59 45,400 4,698 4,698 

17 Religion Religion 16 16,400 5,960 5,960 

18 Sports Sports 12 5,078 2,577 2,577 

Total Number of Files 400 288,191 1708168  
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Figure 2 shows how the dataset folders and files are organized. Each 

category is represented by a folder. Each folder contains the text files along 

with their keyphrases. In the root folder, there is a spreadsheet titled 

“statistics” which contains statistical information about each category and a 

file reporting number of lines, words, and characters. Additionally, the 

dataset is also available as one folder with all files where keyphrases are 

listed with no categories. This dataset is provided in the enclosed CD-ROM 

(See Appendix C 

Content of Enclosed CD-ROM). 
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Figure 2- Organization of the Arabic Dataset 

 

3.3.3 Cleaning up 

When converting from Wikipedia pages to text format using BzReader, some clean 

up for the format was needed. The cleanup process included removing some text that 

may confuse the readers or make the articles hard to read. Text that was generated 

due to the conversion from HTML/ Rich text format was eliminated. This includes 

place holders of graphics, sounds, and videos. To illustrate this point by an example, 

if the article contains several images, then the word “png” or “jpg” will be repeated 

several times in the text version of the article. Hence, this will increase the chance of 
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selecting “png” or ”jpg” as a keyword. This is because many of Keyphrase Extraction 

algorithms (including the ones explained in this work) use term frequency as a factor 

when selecting candidates for keyphrases. The cleanup process included Wikipedia 

tables, side images captions, some references ...etc. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show an 

example of a table from Wikipedia page for Macau and how it looks after extracting 

the text via BzReader. Figure 5 shows the gallery section (بانوراما المدينة) of Quebec City 

 .available as city 04.txt in our dataset (مدينة كيبك)
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Figure 3 - Wikipedia table for 

Macau 

 
Figure 4- Macau table after extraction 

 
Figure 5- Gallery section of Quebec City (city04.txt) 
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3.3.4 Manual Keyphrase Extraction 

All documents were assigned to readers to read and extract 10 keyphrases from each 

file. These keyphrases are stored in separate files with '.key' extension. This format is 

the one used by KEA and some other Automatic Keyphrase Extraction tools. In the 

'.key' files, each row represents a Keyphrase. They are sorted based on their 

importance in the article from high importance to low importance. The '.key' file 

name is matching exactly the ‘.txt' file. This is done to help the algorithm to locate the 

files in the training phases and help in organizing the dataset. 

One of the challenges we faced was spelling mistakes in the articles. This includes 

writing the word wrongly or using incorrect format.  Many times the word is written 

in several wrong formats within the same article. Some examples of these spelling 

mistakes are: 

 using "ي" instead of "ى" or "ئ" 

 using "أ" instead of "ا", "ء", "إ", or "آ" 

 using "ه" instead of "ة" 

In addition, it was noticed that some spelling mistakes were based on the accent of the 

author. For example, some authors write the Arabic word denoting to Syria using "ة" 

to become like this "سورية" or using "ا" and be in this form "سوريا". Sophisticated 

search engines can take care of such cases. We corrected all observed mistakes. 
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3.3.5 Keyphrase Verification 

The final step in the methodology of preparing the Arabic dataset is the verification 

step. It included proofreading the articles and adjusting or concurring with the 

extracted keyphrases. This step also included reviewing and correcting the spelling 

mistakes, the number of keyphrases, and the '.key' files format. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we discussed the datasets that we have used in this research work. We 

presented the English dataset which contained 244 documents from ACM digital library. 

We contributed to enrich this dataset by adding the missing manual keyphrases assigned 

by authors. Additionally, we explained one of our main contributions i.e., the preparation 

of an Arabic dataset. Our Arabic dataset contains 400 documents along with their 

keyphrases. The sources of the documents were the Arabic Wikipedia and King Abdullah 

Initiative for Arabic Content. We also explained the structure, classification, and 

organization of the files in this dataset. This chapter also discussed steps taken to clean up 

and verify the extracted keyphrases.     
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1 CHAPTER 4 

AUGMENTED KEYPHRASE EXTRACTION 

ALGORITHM 

4.1 Overview 

We have discussed in chapter 3 the datasets that we have used in our experiments. In this 

chapter, we present the methodology that we have followed to identify some possible 

ways to outperform algorithm in keyphrases extraction to introduce an augmented 

keyphrase extraction algorithm. This includes the experiment setup, plans, and evaluated 

hypotheses. This chapter is structured as follows: in section 4.2 we list our hypothesis. 

Section 4.3 describes the setup of our experiments. Section 4.4 presents the performed 

comparative analysis for both Arabic and English datasets. The evaluation techniques are 

mentioned in section 4.5. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary in section 4.6. 

 

4.2  Hypotheses 

As we have seen in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, KEA is an algorithm for automatic 

keyphrase extraction. It is developed based on Naïve-Bayes machine learning approach. 

It can be used as a free indexing algorithm or using controlled vocabulary files.   

We designed our experiments to test the following four hypotheses:  
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First, stemmers reduce the size of documents by simplifying the words to their original 

roots. In general, this would improve the quality of the retrieval process by reducing 

noise when representing the text in different forms. 

“Using stemmers will increase the number of correct extracted keyphrases” 

              (H1) 

Second, since KEA utilizes the simple form of term frequency represented by TF-IDF, 

other and more advanced formulas to calculate the frequency with different term 

weighting could enhance the results obtained by KEA. When testing for this hypothesis, 

we have used some of the known weighting formulas mentioned in section 2.4. We have 

also introduced the following new term weighting methods: 

I. LOGG- BM25: we suggest a new way of term weighting based on combining the 

power of two formulas, LOGG and BM25. LOGG is going to be used as the local 

term factor; where the IDF part of BM25 is going to be used as a global term. 

II. LOGA-IDFP is another contribution based on LOGA as the local weight formula, 

and IDFP as the global weight.  

III. LOGA-BM25 is the final contribution aimed to utilize the power of LOGA as the 

local weight formula and IDFP as the global weight.  

The rationale behind combining previous weighting methods is to combine the strength 

of the logarithmic formulas with the augmentation that we are getting from BM25 and 

IDFP formulas. We assume that the results obtained after combining these formulas 

would outperform the results of each formula separately.  
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“The results gained from KEA could be enhanced by modifying the TF-IDF measure 

to include better weighting term formulas”      (H2) 

Additionally, the second feature that is used by KEA is the “first occurrence”. It is 

implemented with the reasoning that important phrases are usually mentioned in the 

beginning of the documents. Su Nam et al. [18] suggested this idea in their work. 

Analogically, we claim that the last occurrence of a candidate keyphrase could indicate 

that it is an important keyphrase. Some examples include sections like conclusion and 

discussions where they come at the end of scientific papers. 

Using “Last Occurrence” as a feature in KEA could enhance the obtained keyphrases.  

  (H3)  

The fourth hypothesis is derived from the idea that we usually tend to mention important 

keywords in the beginning and ending of our articles. For example, a scientific paper has 

an abstract and an introduction at the beginning of the paper and a conclusion at the end 

of it. These sections tend to have the main ideas behind the work. 

“Using the combined first and last occurrence as a feature would enhance the 

keyphrases extracted by KEA”          (H4) 

 

4.3 Comparative Analysis Setup 

Before we have started to run our comparative analyses and modify KEA, we went 

through data preparation processes. These processes included selecting training and test 

sets from the datasets, collecting and deciding on the stop word list, and studying the 

possibility of using stemmers. 
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Concerning the English dataset, we used the same categorization mentioned in section 

3.2. The English collection contains 144 documents as training sets and 100 articles as 

test sets. For the Arabic dataset, the 400 documents are divided into two sets: a training 

set and a test set. The training set contains 300 documents where the test set consists of 

100 documents. The documents of the test set were selected from all categories to allow 

testing the algorithm on all topics. Naturally, we selected more files from the larger 

categories like people and medical (See Section 3.3). The sub-categories with one 

document (like cloths and zoology) were also selected to be part of the test set for the 

similar reasoning.  

4.3.1 Stop Words 

For Arabic stop words, we have studied and examined the work done in [73] and [74]. 

We decided to choose the stop words list generated in [73] due to the large coverage and 

the quality of selected words. We also did some experimental tests to support this 

decision. For the English dataset, we elected to use the list provided by KEA. It is 

comprehensive and sufficient for English.  

4.3.2 Stemmers 

Stemmers aim to automatically map morphological variants of terms to their root or a 

single representative word known as a stem.  For the Arabic dataset, the selected stemmer 

is a modified version of Khoja stemmer [75]. In this version, we fixed some memory 

issues we faced when stemming large files. We also enabled the stemmer to stem a 

directory of files and not one file at a time. For the English dataset, the selected stemmers 

are Porter [76] and Lovins [77] due to their popularity in English language. 
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4.3.3 Controlled Vocabulary 

The existing version of KEA, which we plan to work on, supports the use of controlled 

vocabulary files. These files come in the format of SKOS which provides a mechanism to 

express the basic content and structure of concepts (e.g. definitions and taxonomies). 

KEA uses the vocabulary file to assign the keyphrases [28]. Since our Arabic and English 

datasets are generic in nature; covering several topics, we investigated the possibility of 

using a SKOS which covers different domains. However, there are no such SKOS files 

dedicated for Arabic language, up to our knowledge. In the English language, we found 

several explaining specific domains. Examples include the AGROVOC Agricultural 

Thesaurus [78] and the UNESCO nomenclature for fields of science and technology 

(UNESCO6) [79]. To illustrate the importance of having the vocabulary files relevant to 

the tested datasets, we conducted a preliminary evaluations using AGROVOC and 

UNESCO6 vocabulary files and compared the results against the default KEA behavior. 

This evaluation showed a decrease in the quality of returned keyphrases by 76.7% when 

we used AGROVOC and 83.3% with UNESCO6. Furthermore, we conducted the same 

evaluation with a third dataset. This dataset contains a subset of the FAO-780 dataset 

[80]. For this evaluation, we used a dataset contains 175 documents from the agriculture 

field. Since the dataset is relevant to the AGROVOC dataset, we noticed an increase of 

the quality of the results by approximately 148% over the default KEA settings without a 

vocabulary usage. In this evaluation, the results decreased by 73.3% when we used 

UNESCO6. More information about the two evaluations can be found in Appendix A. 
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From the previous evaluations, we found that vocabulary files are effective when they are 

relevant to the tested dataset. Since we do not have relevant files, we decided to ignore 

the configuration of controlled vocabulary in our work.   

4.4  Methodology 

The first step in our methodology is evaluating KEA quality of with and without 

stemmers for both Arabic and English datasets. For this step, we aim to test the first 

hypothesis (H1) using two comparative analyses. Following this step, we develop twelve 

enhancements to KEA: eight of these enhancements are designed using term weighting 

schemes explained in section 2.4 and 4.2. The remaining four enhancements are 

developed using a combination of the last occurrence and the combined first and last 

occurrence measures. These enhancements are planned to be evaluated using six more 

comparative analyses: three analyses on the English dataset and three on the Arabic 

dataset. The outperformed variation of the first comparative analysis is used in the next 

one. Then the top performed variation from the second comparative analysis is selected 

as a baseline to be compared with two other algorithms in the fourth comparative 

analysis.  In each analysis, we extracted the top keyphrases and compared them with the 

manual keyphrases.  For the case of English dataset, the keyphrases were provided by 

authors. For Arabic dataset, readers who helped in preparing the dataset provided the 

keyphrases. For the comparative analysis on English-dataset, we are selecting the top four 

candidate keyphrases from each file. On Arabic-dataset, we are selecting the top ten 

keyphrases. The reason behind this selection is the availability of the manual keyphrases. 

Authors usually pick four keyphrases or less for their papers. Although our algorithm can 

select the top ten keyphrases and then compare them with the four chosen by authors, 
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however, this gives the algorithm unfair chance to get the right keyphrases. For the 

Arabic dataset, we are going to pick the top ten keyphrases and compare them with our 

ten keyphrases selected for each file.   The following sections describe our comparative 

analyses. 

4.4.1 Comparative Analysis 1: Stemming Vs. No-Stemming 

In this analysis, we are evaluating the usage of KEA with stemmers and without them 

to test hypothesis H1. The comparative analysis is divided into two analyses i.e. 

comparative analysis 1A for English dataset and comparative analysis 1B for Arabic 

dataset.  

4.4.2 Comparative Analysis 2: Top Term Weighting Formula in KEA 

In this analysis, we are evaluating different formulas to test hypothesis H2 (see 

Section 4.2). The comparative analysis is divided into two analyses i.e. comparative 

analysis 2A for English dataset and comparative analysis 2B for Arabic dataset. 

Below approach summarizes the steps taken in this comparative analysis: 

I. Modify KEA to incorporate one of the five term weighting formulas mentioned in 

section 2.4 and our suggested formulas: LOGA-BM25, LOGA-IDFP, and LOGG-

BM25. For the runs, no stemmers and no vocabularies are used.  

II. Run KEA on the training documents to create the model.  

III. Run KEA on the 100 test documents and identify the top four keyphrases and the 

top ten keyphrases on each document for English and Arabic, respectively. 

IV. Conduct an evaluation study to find the outperformed implementation. 
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4.4.3 Comparative Analysis 3: Last Occurrence and the Combined 

First and Last Occurrence 

In this comparative analysis, we are evaluating hypotheses H3 and H4 (see 

Section 4.2). We have implemented last occurrence and combined first and last 

occurrence as a feature instead of the default first occurrence.  The enhancement of 

KEA was done using the default TF-IDF and the top performed KEA alteration 

resulted from comparative analyses 2A and 2B. Like comparative analysis 2, this 

analysis is divided into two analyses: comparative analysis 3A for English dataset and 

comparative analysis 3B for Arabic dataset. The methodology to perform this 

comparative analysis is similar to the one explained in 4.4.2. 

4.4.4 Comparative Analysis 4: Enhanced KEA vs. Other Algorithms 

This evaluation analysis includes comparing the outperformed enhancement from 

comparative analysis 3 (baseline) with existing algorithms. The targeted algorithms 

are Keyphrase Extractor developed by Kumar [27] and KP-Miner which was 

developed by El-Beltagy and Rafea [21]. The reason for selecting these two 

algorithms is that they are relatively new and they are publically available to 

experiment with. Keyphrase Extractor is available as a desktop application where you 

put two inputs i.e., the text file and the number of keyphrases required. The text file 

can be just an abstract or the full length. For our empirical study, we select the full 

length. KP-Miner is available as a web-based tool at [81]. The input for this tool 

includes the language, number of desired keyphrases, and the targeted text file.   

As in comparative analyses 1, 2 and 3, comparative analysis 4 is divided into two 

analyses for our English (4A) and Arabic (4B) datasets. 
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4.5  Evaluation Techniques 

We measure the performance for the developed variations of KEA using the exact 

matching scheme [31]. In the exact matching scheme, the retrieved keyphrase is 

considered correct if and only if it is fully matching one keyphrase from the manual 

keyphrases list. Additionally, the average precision, recall, and F-Score (F-Measure) are 

calculated to find the outperformed implementation. Formulas 7, 8, and 9 explain the 

calculation of the mentioned measures [82] 

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒌𝒆𝒚𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅 𝒃𝒚 𝑲𝑬𝑨

𝑨𝒍𝒍 𝒌𝒆𝒚𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅 𝒃𝒚 𝑲𝑬𝑨
                      Formula 7     

 

𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒌𝒆𝒚𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅 𝒃𝒚 𝑲𝑬𝑨

𝑴𝒂𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒌𝒆𝒚𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔
                          Formula 8 

 

𝑭 − 𝑴𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆 =
𝟐∗𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏∗ 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏+ 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍
                                           Formula 9     

 

F-measure (F-score) is a harmonic average also known as the weighted average, which 

takes in consideration the values of the precision and recall. The closer the value of F-

score is to one the better, correspondingly, the closer its value is to zero the worst. 

The evaluation process will be performed over the top four candidate keyphrases for the 

English dataset and for the top ten candidate keyphrases for the Arabic dataset.  In order 

to conduct the evaluations, we developed a new class and added it to KEA library. This 

class takes as an input two folders: the folder contains '.key' files hosting manual 

keyphrases and the folder hosting the automatically generated keyphrases. The output 
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will be the calculation of the total of correct matched keyphrases as well as average 

precision, recall, and f-measure. The results are analyzed using Microsoft Excel.  

The literature indicates the averages of precision and recall in automatic keyphrase 

extraction are not high due to the difficulty of the keyphrase extraction problem. 

Leininger [83] clarified that the consistency in indexing among expert indexers is very 

hard to obtain. In free indexing, the indexing consistency was found to be ranged from 

4% to 67% with an average of 27.05%.   

 

4.6  Summary 

In this chapter, we presented the methodology we have followed while experimenting 

with KEA. We discussed our hypotheses that we have implemented and tested.  We also 

described the environment setup which contains the used datasets and KEA 

configuration. Additionally, we presented the details of our eight comparative analyses 

planned for our KEA enhancements on the English and Arabic datasets: stemming vs. no-

stemming, the top weighting formula in KEA, last occurrence and the combined first-last 

occurrence, and the evaluation against state-of-the art keyphrase extraction algorithms. 

Finally, we highlighted the evaluation techniques we use to analyze the results. These 

techniques are exact matching, precision, recall, and F-score. In the next chapter, we 

present the use of these techniques to analyze and evaluate the experimental results.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1  Overview 

As we have seen from the previous chapter (Chapter 4), we have augmented KEA 

algorithm with 12 enhancements. These enhancements have been designed, developed, 

implemented, and tested. In this chapter we present the results of the experiments using 

these enhancements. We have performed the comparative analysis on both English and 

Arabic Datasets. The empirical study included comparative analysis 1A and 1B aim to 

investigate the usage of KEA with and without stemmers. In addition, this empirical 

study involved the investigation after modifying TF-IDF measure to use different term 

weighting schemes. The top variations with regard to exact matching values are used in 

our next analyses: 3A and 3B. In these analyses, we implemented last occurrence and the 

combined first and last occurrence using the top performed formulas resulted from the 

first empirical study. Then we compared the results to select the top KEA variations that 

we used in the third comparative analysis as our baseline to compare with KP-Miner and 

Keyphrase Extractor.  

This chapter is organized as follows: in section 5.2, we discuss the experimental results. 

Section 5.3 discusses the overall evaluations. Finally, we conclude this chapter with our 

finding summary in section 5.4. 
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5.2  Experimental Results 

In each of the eight comparative analyses, the tested algorithm generated 100 '.key' files 

that contain the extracted keyphrases. These files are analyzed and compared against the 

manual keyphrases for both Arabic and English datasets.  

5.2.1 Stemming Vs. No-Stemming Results for English dataset (1A) 

In this comparative analysis, we tested KEA using the Porter and Lovins stemmers and 

without them on the English dataset. We tested our KEA three times using the mentioned 

settings. Each test generated 100 keyphrase files. Then we compared the manual 

keyphrases we have and the generated keyphrases in each file. First, we identify the exact 

matches in the two files. Then we calculate the recall, precision, and F-score using the 

exact match, number of extracted keyphrases (4 in this experiment), and the number of 

the manual keyphrases in that file. To illustrate how these measures are calculated, we 

take one of the files (i.e. C-22) as an example and show the extracted keyphrases with 

stemming and with no stemming. Figure 6 shows the file hierarchy of the “.key” files for 

each KEA configuration as well as the three versions of “C22.key” resulted from the 

three experiments.  
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Figure 6- A screenshot of the file heriarciy of three results 

 

Table 4 - Manual & auto-generated keyphrases in file C-22 in stemming experiments 

Manual No stemmer Porter Lovins 

MobJeX 

adaptation 

metrics 

collection 

mobile objects 

Metrics 

Metrics 

Collection 

Runtime 

Collection 

Metrics 

Metrics 

Collection 

mobile object 

Runtime 

Metrics 

Metrics 

Collection 

Adaptation 

Runtime 

 

In table 4, we see that when KEA ran with no stemmer, the results have one exact match 

i.e. “Metrics Collection”. Hence, the precision is 
1

4
  where 4 is the number of keyphrases 

retrieved by KEA. The recall was 
1

4
  where 4 is the total of the manual keyphrases. F-
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score was calculated and found to be 0.25. These values are close to the average of 

human indexing which is 27.05% as mentioned in section 4.5. Moving to Porter stemmer, 

we can see that the exact match was also one keyphrase, which is “Metrics Collection”. 

The values of other measures were the same as with no stemmer, hence both gave the 

same results for this file. For Lovins Stemmer, two exact matchers were returned and 

they are “Metrics Collection” and “Adaptation”. Now we can see the precision and recall 

increased to be 0.5 (meaning 50%) and this indicates that for this particular file, Lovins 

stemmer was the outperformed variation of KEA.  The values of our measures on each 

run for the file C-22 can be found in table 5.  

Table 5- Measures calculation on file C-22 in the stemming experiment on English 

Measure Default Porter Stemmer Lovins Stemmer 

Exact Match 1 1 2 

Precision 0.25 0.25 0.5 

Recall 0.25 0.25 0.5 

F-Score 0.25 0.25 0.5 

 

We repeated this process to all 100 test files for each configuration. As a result, Table 6 - 

Stemming vs. no-stemming in English dataset (1A) summarizes the values for the total 

exact matched keyphrases, average precision, average recall, and the average F-score on 

all 100-test files. For the precision, recall, and F-score, as stated in the previous example, 

we used the numbers from the exact matching scheme. To calculate the precision 

average, we add all obtained precisions from all files and divide the sum by the total 
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number of documents (100 files). The same process is done for the recall averages. The 

F-score average is calculated using the recall average and precision average.  

We observed that in the overall results the default KEA with no stemmer and Porter 

stemmer scored the highest results in the Exact Matching Scheme with 60 matched 

keyphrases. However, Lovins stemmer could not score the same results. This shows why 

Porter stemmer has more popularity than Lovins and why it is the default stemmer in 

KEA. For the precision measure where we focus on the number of correct keyphrases 

over the incorrect, we saw that KEA with no stemmer and Porter scored the same result, 

which is 0.15 (15%). This result is better than Lovins stemmer but 15% less than the 

average for consistency in manual keyphrase extraction. We believe that one of the 

reasons of having this average is our extraction targeted four keyphrases only. If the 

evaluation was conducted to extract larger number e.g., the top ten keyphrases, the results 

of all measures is going to be enhanced. This will be seen later when testing on Arabic 

where we extract ten keyphrases. Similar analogy was reported in the literature. 

Examples can be seen in Kumar et. al. [27]  and  Kim et. al. [18].  

Table 6 - Stemming vs. no-stemming in English dataset (1A) 

Measure No-Stemmer Porter Stemmer Lovins 

Stemmer 

Exact Match 60 60 57 

Precision 0.150 0.150 0.143 

Recall 0.156 0.150 0.134 

F-Score 0.153 0.150 0.138 
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5.2.2 Stemming Vs. No-Stemming Results for Arabic dataset (1B)  

In this comparative analysis, we tested KEA with the modified Khoja stemmer and 

without it. Khoja was not integrated as part of KEA; therefore, we performed some 

preparation to complete this evaluation. First, we performed the training of KEA against 

the training dataset in their normal format (i.e. with no stemming). Then we extracted the 

keyphrases and did the comparison with manual test dataset. For the stemming part, we 

run Khoja against the manual training and test datasets to convert the text into stemmed 

form. Then we used the stemmed dataset as training for KEA. Finally, we compared the 

extracted keyphrases against the manual test dataset in its stemmed format.  As in 

previous evaluation, each run generated 100-keyphrase files. In this evaluation, KEA was 

configured to extract the top ten keyphrases. To illustrate the work done in this evaluation 

and how we calculated our measures, we use one of the files (i.e. airport 01. The topic of 

the file is “Cairo International Airport”) and show the extracted keyphrases with 

stemming and with no stemming. Figure 7 shows the file hierarchy of the “.key” files for 

the two KEA configurations (stemmed and not stemmed) as well as the two manual 

datasets (stemmed and not stemmed).  Additionally, figure 7 shows the content of the file 

“airport 01.key” in the stemmed and not stemmed settings.  
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Figure 7 - A screenshot of the file hierarchy of the results for 1B 

 

In Table 7, we show the values of our measures where we see the default KEA usage 

with no stemmer returned three correct keyphrases out of the retrieved ten keyphrases. 

The correct keyphrases are: “القاهرة“ ,”ميناء القاهرة الجوي”, and “ميناء”. This gives us a 

precision of  
3

10
  = 0.3 (30%), where 3 is the correct keyphrases and 10 is the number of 

keyphrases retrieved by KEA. The recall was 
3

11
  = 0.27 (27%), where 3 is the correct 

keyphrases and 11 is the total manual keyphrases. For the stemmer evaluation on this file, 

KEA managed to retrieve two correct keyphrases and they are “مون قهر جوي” and “مون”. 

This meant the precision would be 0.2 (20%) with recall of 0.182 (18.2%). Hence, in this 

particular file the performance of KEA with no stemmer outperformed KEA with 

stemmer.  

The same process performed on this file is repeated for all files in the Arabic dataset. We 

calculate the average precision by adding the precision value for each file and divide the 
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total by 100 which are the total test files. The average recall is calculated the same way 

by considering recall values. To calculate the average F-measure, we apply formula 9 

using average precision and recall.  

 

Table 7 - Measures calculation on file "Airport 01" in Arabic stemming experiment 

Measure Default Khoja Stemmer 

Exact Match 3 2 

Precision 0.3 0.2 

Recall 0.27 0.182 

F-Score 0.29 0.19 

 

In Table 8, we list the results of the complete evaluation that contains the values of the 

total of exact matching measure, average precision, recall, and F-measure. The overall 

number of exact matching scheme shows that KEA with Khoja stemmer could not reach 

to the same level as KEA with no-stemmer. Using stemmer, KEA scored 150 exact-

matches. With no stemmer, it scored 189. We believe the reason is due to the 

effectiveness of the stemmer and the difficulty of stemming Arabic language. Table 8 

also shows that with no stemmer the average precision was 0.189 with recall of 0.191. 

With stemmer, KEA could not achieve these results and it scored 0.152 precision with a 

recall value of 0.155. We noticed that the values of precision and recall were very close 

to each other. This is because we are retrieving ten keyphrases and the majority of our 

manual documents contained ten keyphrases. So when calculating the precision and 

recall, we are dividing the number of correct keyphrases over ten. The harmonic mean of 
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both precision and recall (F-measure) showed that with no-stemmer, KEA reached 0.19 

which still less than the average human indexer but it was better than the results obtained 

from the evaluation conducted on the English language. We believe this is because we 

are retrieving more keyphrases in this evaluation.  

Table 8 - Stemming vs. no-stemming in Arabic dataset (1B) 

Measure No-Stemmer Khoja Stemmer 

Exact Match 189 150 

Precision 0.189 0.152 

Recall 0.191 0.155 

F-Score 0.190 0.153 

 

5.2.3 Top Term Weighting Formula Results for English Dataset (2A) 

In this comparative analysis, we created eight KEA enhancements (variations) using 

different term weighting schemes. Table 9 presents the values for the total exact matched 

keyphrases, average precision, average recall, and the average F-score. For the precision, 

recall, and F-score, we used the numbers from the exact matching scheme. Figure 8 and 

Figure 9 provide a graphical representation of the results. We observe that default TF-

IDF scored the top results in the Exact Matching Scheme with 60 matched keyphrases 

and followed by BM25 with 59. IDFP came last with 33 matched keyphrases. When 

observing other measures for both TF-IDF and BM25, we see that KEA with TF-IDF 

achieved 0.15 (15%) precision and 0.156 (15.6%) where BM25 scored 0.148 (14.8%) 

precision and 0.159 (15.9%) recall. With higher recall value, this means BM25 worked 

better than TF-IDF with files with less number of manual keyphrases. Both variations 

scored 0.153 (15.3%) in f-measure which indicates the average of both variations was the 

same.  
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Table 9 - Results on English Dataset for comparative analysis 2A 

Measure Default BM25 IDFP LOGA LOGG SQRT BM25+LOGG LOGA+IDFP LOGA+BM25 

Exact 

Match 

60 59 33 53 47 34 56 34 50 

Precision 0.150 0.148 0.083 0.133 0.118 0.085 0.140 0.085 0.125 

Recall 0.156 0.159 0.091 0.139 0.132 0.092 0.155 0.092 0.131 

F-Score 0.153 0.153 0.086 0.136 0.124 0.088 0.147 0.088 0.128 

 

As we have moved further with our analysis, we found that for the articles related to 

distributed systems (category C) BM25 and TF-IDF ranked first with 18 exactly matched 

keyphrases. In the second field which is information search and retrieval (category H) 

LOGG scored the best with 21 exact matches and it was followed by LOGG-BM25 with 

20 exact matches. In the Distributed Artificial Intelligence and Multi-agent Systems 

group (category I) BM25 was the best with 11 exact matched keyphrases. We have 

noticed that in this category, the retrieval from all variations was worse than the rest of 

categories. Finally, for the social and behavioral sciences – economics area (category J) 

the default TF-IDF ranked first with 17 exact matched keyphrases. LOGA variation did 

not perform well in all categories except for this category and scored 15 matches. We 

observed that the documents in this category were relatively longer than other categories.  

As for the newly suggested term-weighting formulas, LOGG-BM25 came third after TF-

IDF and BM25 with 56 exact matches and average F-measure of 14.7%. On the other 

hand, the results of KEA with LOGA-BM25 and LOGA-IDFP were not promising. 

LOGA-IDFP ranked just before last with 34 exact matches and 8.8% F-measure. The 

assumption was when combining the power of two types of term weighting schemes they 

would outperform the other known formulas.  
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Figure 8 - Exact Matching Results for Top Term Weighting Formula on English (2A) 

 

 

Figure 9 – Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for comparative analysis 2A 

 

5.2.4 Top Term Weighting Formula Results for Arabic Dataset (2B) 

This comparative analysis is similar to the one pursued in the 2A comparative analysis, 

except the dataset used was the Arabic dataset in this experiment. Here, we dropped the 

LOGA-IDFP measure for the poor results obtained from comparative analysis 2A. Table 
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10 shows the results obtained for the total exact matched keyphrases, average precision, 

average recall, and the average F-score. In this evaluation, BM25 scored the top results in 

the Exact Matching Scheme with 191 matched keyphrases. It was followed by the 

suggested weighting scheme LOGA-BM25 with 190 matched keyphrases. IDFP and 

SQRT scored the least in the exact matching measure with only 154. Since we are using 

the exact matched results when calculating the precision, recall, and F-score, 

consequently the values of these measures are directly proportional to the exactly 

matched measure. In this analysis, BM25 scored 0.191 as precision, 0.193 as recall, and 

0.192 as F-measure. These values are better than the ones obtained in the English test and 

this is due to the fact that we extract more keyphrases. SQRT and IDFP results were last 

with 0.154 as a precision, 0.157 as recall, and 0.155 as F-measure. Since there is 

consistency with human indexers, these results considered acceptable.  

In this evaluation, the suggested term weighting scheme LOGA-BM25 extracted more 

correct keyphrases than the ones retrieved by the default TF-IDF. Additionally, the 

second suggestion i.e., BM25-LOGG scored average and better than its performance in 

the top term weighting comparative analysis conducted on English dataset.  

Table 10- Summary of results obtained for the Arabic dataset in 2B 

Measure Default BM25 IDFP LOGA LOGG SQRT BM25+LOGG LOGA+BM25 

Exact 

Match 

189 191 154 187 173 154 177 190 

Precision 0.189 0.191 0.154 0.187 0.173 0.154 0.177 0.190 

Recall 0.191 0.193 0.157 0.189 0.176 0.157 0.180 0.193 

F-Score 0.190 0.192 0.155 0.188 0.174 0.155 0.178 0.191 
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Figure 10 and Figure 11 provide a graphical representation of the exact matching results 

as well as other measures evaluated in this comparative analysis. 

 
Figure 10- Exact Match Results for Top Term Weighting Formula on Arabic (2B) 

 

 
Figure 11- Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for comparative analysis 2B 
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5.2.5 Last Occurrence and Combined First and Last Occurrence 

Results for English Dataset (3A) 

In this comparative analysis, we implemented the last occurrence and the combined first 

and last occurrences. For the frequency feature, we selected the top weighting measures 

in (2A) evaluation i.e., BM25 and the default TF-IDF. Table 11 displays the results 

obtained from this comparative analysis. The variations are: 

 the default KEA behavior including TF-IDF and first occurrence 

 the last occurrence with TF-IDF and BM25 

 the combined first and last occurrences with TF-IDF and BM25.  

For the exact match, the default KEA settings came first with 60 exactly matched 

keyphrases. The two variations of the combined first and last occurrence came second 

with 58 exact matches for the TF-IDF and 57 for the BM25. The last occurrence 

variations came last with 48 exact matches for the TF-IDF and 47 for the BM25. The 

results for other measures followed this sequence. The average mean for the default 

feature of KEA ranked top with 15.3% and it was followed by the combined first and last 

occurrence with BM25 which scored 14.6%. 

Table 11 - Summary of comparative analysis 3A on the English dataset 

Measure 

Default 

(TF-IDF 

and first 

occurrence) 

First-Last Occurrence 

with TF-IDF 

First-Last 

with BM25 

Last 

occurrence 

with TF-IDF 

Last with 

BM25 

Exact Match 60 58 57 48 47 

Precision 0.150 0.145 0.143 0.120 0.118 

Recall 0.156 0.143 0.149 0.117 0.112 

F-Score 0.153 0.144 0.146 0.118 0.115 
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Looking at the results obtained for each category of the English dataset, we see that the 

default KEA behavior that uses TF-IDF with focus on first occurrence came top in three 

categories. The categories are distributed systems (category C) with 18 exactly matched 

keyphrases, information search and retrieval (category H) with 15 keyphrases, and the 

Distributed Artificial Intelligence and Multi-agent Systems group (category I) with 10 

exact matched keyphrases. In category I, the variation of the combined first and last 

occurrence with BM25 scored also 10 exact matches. Again, we noticed that in category 

I, the retrieval from all variations was worse than the rest of categories. Finally, for the 

social and behavioral sciences – economics area (category J) the combined first and last 

occurrence with TF-IDF ranked first with 18 exact matched keyphrases.  

We observed that giving more weights to the last occurrence lowered the scores. 

Scientific papers usually tend to have important words in the abstract and end with 

references and appendices, which may contribute with some noise.  

Figure 12 and Figure 13 demonstrate the exact matched, average precision, average 

recall, and average F-score results. The default KEA outperformed the other alterations.  
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Figure 12- Exact match results of the occurrence evaluation on English 3A 

 

 

Figure 13- Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for occurrence in evaluation 3A 

 

5.2.6 Last Occurrence and Combined First and Last Occurrence 

Results for Arabic Dataset (3B) 

In this comparative analysis, we repeated the previous analysis but on Arabic dataset. The 

tested five variations included the default settings of KEA with TF-IDF and first 
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occurrence, the last occurrence with TF-IDF and BM25, and the combined first and last 

occurrences with TF-IDF and BM25. We present the results in Table 12 and the graphical 

representation for the exact match as well as other measures in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

In these experiments, the default settings of KEA with TF-IDF and first occurrence 

ranked top with 189 exact matched. Our variation consisted of the combined first and last 

occurrence with BM25 scored the second topping other variation with 185 exact matches 

and 18.6% f-measure. The last occurrence variations ranked the least with 158 matches 

for the BM25 and 153 for the TF-IDF variation.   

Table 12- Summary of the results of comparative analysis 3B on the Arabic dataset 

Measure 

Default (TF-IDF 

and first 

occurrence) 

First-Last 

Occurrence with 

TF-IDF 

First-Last 

with BM25 

Last 

occurrence 

with TF-IDF 

Last with 

BM25 

Exact Match 189 185 187 153 158 

Precision 0.189 0.185 0.187 0.153 0.158 

Recall 0.191 0.188 0.190 0.156 0.161 

F-Score 0.192 0.186 0.188 0.154 0.159 

 

When we analyzed the Wikipedia articles that were a major source for our Arabic dataset, 

we found that they follow the same pattern which starts with a definition and a summary 

about the topic, and then the details will follow with no conclusions. Hence, we saw the 

first occurrence, which focuses on and give more weight to the candidate keyphrases 

mentioned in the beginning of the article, ranked first. We believe that our suggestion for 

the combined first and last occurrences was effected by the noise generated by giving 

some weight for the words mentioned at the end of the article. For the same reason, we 

saw that last occurrence ranked last.  
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Figure 14- Exact match results of occurrence evaluation on Arabic dataset (3B) 

 

 

Figure 15- Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for occurrence comparative (3B) 
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5.2.7 Enhanced KEA vs. Other Algorithms Results for English Dataset 

(4A)  

In this experiment on the English dataset, we selected the two top performed variations 

from the 3A comparative analysis i.e., the default KEA configuration with TF-IDF and 

our first-last occurrence with TF-IDF weighting measure. Our baselines were compared 

against the results obtained from KP-Miner and Kumar’s Keyphrase Extractor.  Table 13 

shows the obtained results from this comparative analysis. In addition, the results for 

exact matching and other measures are illustrated in Figure 16 and Figure 17. 

Our two KEA variations scored top in the exact matching scheme with 60 to the default 

and 58 to the first-last occurrence. KP-Miner came third with 52 matches where 

Keyphrase Extractor ranked last with poor results of 4 matched keyphrases and 1% 

precision which is lower than the minimum value of the consistency by human indexers. 

The original KEA as well as our alteration performed well with an average of precision 

of 15% and 14.5%.  

Table 13- Results of comparative analysis 4A  

Measure Default First Last TF-IDF KP-Miner 
Keyphrase 

Extractor 

Exact Match 60 58 52 4 

Precision 0.150 0.145 0.130 0.010 

Recall 0.156 0.143 0.136 0.009 

F-Score 0.153 0.144 0.133 0.009 

 

Furthermore, we found that the default KEA ranked first on three of the four categories 

i.e.: distributed systems (category C) with 18 exact matches, information search and 

retrieval (category H) with 15 matches, and the Distributed Artificial Intelligence and 

Multi-agent Systems group (category I) with 10 keyphrases. For the fourth category i.e., 
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and the social and behavioral sciences – economics area (category J), KEA with first-last 

occurrence scored top with 18 exact matched keyphrases. 

 
Figure 16- Exact match representation of KEA vs. other algorithms on English 4A 

 

 
Figure 17- Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for KEA vs. others on English 4A 
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5.2.8 Enhanced KEA vs. Other Algorithms Results for Arabic Dataset 

(4B) 

In this analysis on the Arabic dataset, we compared two of our enhancements (variations) 

against KP-Miner and Kumar’s Keyphrase Extractor.  Our KEA variations include the 

BM25 configuration and our suggested first-last occurrences with TF-IDF term weighting 

measure. Table 14 presents the results obtained from these experiments. Figure 18 and 

Figure 19 demonstrate the results for exact matching scheme and the average precision, 

recall, and F-measure. 

In this evaluation, our alterations for KEA scored top with 191 exact matches for BM25 

and 187 for the combined first-last occurrence. The harmonic mean for our top alteration 

was 19.2% and it was the highest in our testing. Even though, it is less than the average 

for professional indexers, but they are considered acceptable when we look to the value 

that we are gaining with automatic keyphrase extraction. KP-Miner was relatively close 

to KEA with 167 exact matched keyphrases and an F-score of 16.8%. Keyphrase 

Extractor ranked last with 95 keyphrases and 9.6% f-score. 

Table 14- Expermentail results (4B) on Arabic dataset 

Measure BM25 First Last 

Default 

KP-Miner Key Phrase Extractor 

Exact Match 191 187 167 95 

Precision 0.191 0.187 0.167 0.096 

Recall 0.193 0.190 0.169 0.097 

F-Score 0.192 0.188 0.168 0.096 
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Figure 18- Exact matching results for comparative analysis 4B 

 

 
Figure 19- Precision, Recall, and F-Score Results for KEA vs. others on Arabic (4B) 
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5.3  Discussions 

After analyzing the results from these experiments, we observed that KEA does not 

depend heavily on term weighting to extract keyphrases. Even though, there was an 

enhancement observed after using BM25, this enhancement was not significant enough to 

claim that one variation clearly outperformed the default TF-IDF. For the third 

comparative analysis, which studied the impact of term weighting and occurrence of the 

candidate phrases, no major enhancements were noticed. Hence, our hypotheses 

regarding the weight of the occurrence can be disregarded.  

In the final comparative analysis where we compared KEA results against two keyphrase 

extraction algorithms, we saw that our variations outperformed both KP-Miner as well as 

Kumar’s Keyphrase Extractor in English and Arabic. Our variations outperformed 

Kumar’s Extractor because our variations depended on KEA. Such results are partially 

due to KEA being a machine learning algorithm uses training documents to build the 

extraction models. On the other hand, Keyphrase Extractor uses only statistical 

information to extract the keyphrases. These results are in agreement with what we stated 

in section 2.2.2.  

We noticed also that the results did not change dramatically when testing for different 

languages. Hence, our KEA variations can be used on other languages, given that the 

code of the algorithm supports Unicode and the datasets are available in Unicode. 

Overall, the results obtained from Arabic evaluations were better than their English 

counterparts. We believe this due to the fact we are extracting more keyphrases that led to 

enhance the precision, recall, and F-measure. Hence, we recommend in the future to test 
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the keyphrase extraction algorithm to extract higher number than four which we used in 

the English tests. 

Since different readers interpret texts differently, we cannot claim that all the keyphrases 

that failed to exactly match the manual keyphrases are wrong. This is why the average 

precision, recall, and F-measure did not exceed 20%.  

When reviewing the obtained results, we found several keyphrases that are very close to 

the manual keyphrase but do not match it completely. We propose to use the partial 

matching in the future to give more insights about the obtained results. 

Additionally, we measured the performance of KEA after our modifications. For the 

English dataset, the performance results showed that the system was able to create the 

training model and extract 400 keyphrases from 100 documents in approximately 45 

seconds. For the Arabic dataset, the system was trained on 300 documents and was able 

to extract 1000 keyphrases from 100 test documents in around 2 minutes. This was 

expected as the dataset is larger and each Arabic character is represented UTF8 format 

with 16 bit long while each English character is represented by 8 bits.  

 

5.4  Summary 

In this chapter, we discussed the results obtained from our comparative analysis. We 

noticed that when testing on English, Porter stemmer performed well. However, Khoja 

stemmer did not perform the same in Arabic. We saw the exact matching with Khoja was 

lowered. We saw in the second group of evaluations conducted to select the top term 

weighting scheme that our suggestions for using BM25 for the TF-IDF enhanced 
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insignificantly the results of exact matched measure. Also, the suggested BM25-LOGG 

scored well in these empirical evaluations. For the last occurrence and first-last 

occurrence comparative analyses, the default configuration topped other variations. This 

is due to the noise generated by the references and appendices sections and the nature of 

our datasets where important keyphrases are on the beginning of the documents.  In the 

final set of experiments where we compared our KEA variations with KP-Miner and 

Kumar’s Extractor algorithms, our variations topped both of these algorithms on the 

English and Arabic datasets.   
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6 CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1  Conclusion 

In this research work, we conducted a survey of the current automatic keyphrase 

extraction approaches. We also prepared and presented an Arabic dataset for automatic 

keyphrase extraction. We have extracted the dataset from Arabic Wikipedia and King 

Abdullah Initiative for Arabic Content. We have extracted manually the keyphrases of 

the documents of the dataset. The dataset contains 400 documents along with their 

correspondence 400 keyphrases files.  The dataset will be publicly available for future 

automatic keyphrase extraction research on Arabic language.  

As part of this thesis, we analyzed the effects of using stemmers and not using them when 

extracting keyphrases. In addition, we studied some measures used in selecting 

keyphrases and proposed new ones. We proposed utilizing BM25 as a term weighting 

measure instead of TF-IDF and the combination of first and last occurrences instead of 

the first occurrence measure. Then we implemented these measures as part of KEA and 

conducted an empirical study to evaluate top enhancement for KEA. The outperformed 

variations, like KEA with BM25, were tested against existing two algorithms found in the 

research i.e. Keyphrase Extractor and KP- Miner. 
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Our results showed miner enhancements for our variations over the original KEA but 

these enhancements were insignificant. Finally, our variations outperformed two 

automatic keyphrase extraction algorithms i.e., Keyphrase Extractor and KP-Miner in 

both Arabic and English.  

 

6.2  Future Work 

We suggest working on below ideas as future implementation:  

 Proposing the Arabic dataset to the community for more enrichment and future 

utilization. 

 Incorporating more stemmers and stop-words to evaluate and measure the 

performance. 

 Increasing the manual keyphrases in the English dataset making it possible to run 

the experiment on the top ten candidates instead of the top four candidates. 

 Investigating the incorporation of partial matching as an additional measure to 

evaluate keyphrase extraction algorithms.   

 Investigating or developing comprehensive vocabulary files in SKOS format that 

can cover general topics in English and in Arabic.  

 Presenting the outperformed algorithm, which is KEA with BM25 as weighting 

measures, to Saudi Aramco Management to be adopted and incorporated in the 

current Content Management Systems to handle Arabic and English content. 
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7 Appendix A 

Evaluations of the Usage of Vocabulary Files 

In this section we discuss the evaluations that we conducted on KEA using different 

vocabulary files. The purpose is to study the effect of the vocabulary files on the obtained 

results from KEA. In our first evaluation, we tested KEA with three different settings i.e. 

without any vocabulary files, with the AGROVOC, and with UNESCO6. We used our 

English dataset which contains 244 documents. The results are shown in Table 15. KEA 

with no vocabulary files scored 60 exact matches where KEA with AGROVOC scored 

only 14 exact keyphrases. This is a decrease in the quality of returned keyphrases by 

76.7%. In the other hand, KEA with scored the lowest exact matches with only 10 which 

represents a decrease by 83.3% from the default behavior. The precision, recall, and F-

score followed the same results. Our English dataset contains scientific papers from 

different fields related to computer science. Since both vocabulary files focus on other 

fields, the results from using these files shown to be poor. 

Table 15 - Results on the SM2010 English dataset 

Measure Default - No 

Vocabulary 

AGROVOC UNESCO6 

Exact Match 60 14 10 

Precision 0.150 0.035 0.025 

Recall 0.156 0.037 0.020 

F-Score 0.153 0.036 0.022 
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In our second evolution, we elected to use a specific dataset and relevant to one of the 

vocabulary files we have. The selected dataset is the FAO-780 dataset [80]. This dataset 

contains 780 documents and it is provided by the Food and Agriculture Organization of 

the United Nations.  It contains several surveys, facts, and other agriculture topics 

covering different geographical regions around the world. The documents in this dataset 

ranged from 4 to 339 pages. Number of words ranged from 1,338 in the smallest 

document to reach to 73,510 words in the largest file. The size of these documents ranged 

from 9 Kilo Byte to 551 Kilo Byte. The manual keyphrases varied from 3 to 14. 

For our evaluation purposes, we selected a subset contains 175 documents – 75 training 

and 100 test. The results are displayed in Table 16. Since the FAO780 dataset is relevant 

to the AGROVOC dataset, the exact matches feature showed an improvement by 

approximately 148% over the default KEA settings without a vocabulary usage. In this 

evaluation and with the usage of UNESCO6 as a vocabulary database, the results 

decreased by 73.3% from the default behavior without KEA. 

Table 16 - Results for the evaluation on FAO-780 dataset 

Measure Default - No Vocabulary AGROVOC unesco6 

Exact Match 60 149 16 

Precision 0.156 0.187 0.022 

Recall 0.304 0.284 0.173 

F-Score 0.153 0.249 0.029 

 

These evaluations imply the correlation between the coverage of the vocabulary file and 

the tested dataset.  
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8 Appendix B 

Helper Tools 

During the course of the thesis preparation, we used several tools and software that 

helped us in accomplishing our work. This section mentions some of the used tools. 

 Eclipse: we used Eclipse as our main development environment. The version used 

is the “Java EE IDE” available at www.eclipse.org   

 Mendeley: we used this tool to organize our references and sync them online. It 

has a Microsoft Office plugin which came very handy when adding and searching 

for our references. In Mendeley, we can different resources like journal papers, 

books, web pages …etc. It has the capability to search automatically for the full 

information about journal and conference papers. Mendeley can be downloaded 

from www.mendeley.com 

 Microsoft Excel: we used this software with our experiment results. The 

calculation for exact matching, precision, recall, and F-score were done in Excel. 

Also, we used this software to create the graphical representation of the results. 

 Total Assistant: we used this tool to provide us with statistical information about 

our Arabic dataset with regard to number lines, words, and characters. It is 

available at www.surefiresoftware.com/totalassistant/  

 BzReader: we used this tool to search for Wikipedia articles. It allows offline 

browsing of the Wikipedia dump files. The tool can be downloaded from 

http://code.google.com/p/bzreader/       

http://www.eclipse.org/
http://www.mendeley.com/
http://www.surefiresoftware.com/totalassistant/
http://code.google.com/p/bzreader/
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 DropBox: we used this utility to sync our files between different machines. It was 

used to save our source code, datasets, experiment results, references, and even 

the Thesis itself. This utility is available on different platforms like desktop, web, 

and mobile. It can be downloaded from www.dropbox.com 

http://www.dropbox.com/
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9 Appendix C 

Content of Enclosed CD-ROM 

During the preparation for this thesis, we generated and used several material including 

sources code, experiment files, software, resources, and other documents. The provided 

CD-ROM has the content shown in figure 20 and below is the description of the content: 

 The thesis document which contains all the write-up and the description of the 

conducted work. 

 Thesis presentation which is a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation summarizes the 

thesis documents in a set of slides. 

  Resources folder: is a folder contains all the papers referenced in this thesis.  

 Implementation folder: is a folder contains the source code of KEA. The main 

folder contains utilities classes to test KEA for English and Arabic. Also, it has 

the source code for the analyzer class which is used in the empirical study. 

 Analysis folder: contains the results for the exact matched, precision, recall, and 

F-score for each file in the datasets from all comparative analyses. The results are 

stored in 6 Excel spreadsheets.   

 Datasets folder: contains two sub directories for the English and Arabic datasets. 

The folder for Arabic dataset is divided into folders: the first contains the dataset 

with their categories and the second contains the files in a flat format. 
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 Helper Tools folder: contains the installation files for some of the tools mentioned 

in Appendix B.  

 

 

 
Figure 20- CD-ROM Content 
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